
Republicans have stated that they maintain their position,
and claims made by democrats are proven fake. The country
is devastated by the lack of action taken

Following the death of the republican and former president of the United States,

the situation has been heated in the Department of Justice. It was stated that

because of the death of the republican leader, republicans were willing to work to

regulate rigorously the 2nd amendment. However, ProPublica had an exclusive

interview with House Minority, Steve Scalise, in which he stated all of these

claims were fake.

A group of men embrace during a vigil on Aug. 4, 2019, one day after a mass shooting at a Walmart store in El Paso, Texas. Credit: Callaghan O’Hare/Reuters
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Today in the Robert F. Kennedy Building, former president Donald

Trump was killed by an unidentified striker. His death has caused chaos

in the DOJ, generating uncertainty about whether guns are going to be

regulated. During that chaos, many rumors were running wild.

To begin with, rumors about a coup d'etat were strong. It was rumored

by certain democrats that Republicans were tired of Joe Biden´s

administration, and given that they believed the death of their leader

was caused by him, they were going to take power by force.

On the other hand, other democrats rumored that Republicans were

willing to work towards gun regulation, to prevent any more deaths

after Donald Trump.

These affirmations enraged Republicans, mainly, House Minority Steve

Scalise. Who in his discontent decided to contact ProPublica, to give an

exclusive interview on what they believed.

He first told us that he completely denied them in the name of

Republicans such as Rod Rodney and Christopher Wray. He clearly

stated that they were not hanging their position on using guns for

self-protection and respecting the 2nd Amendment. Therefore, he said

that for no reason he will reconsider his position. Ending his statement

by asking the country “Who are we going to trust?”

Watch the interview at this link:

https://youtu.be/8_tuFs9it_M

Finally, it is clear that the country is in discontent. We interviewed a

local man Billy Wilkerson, who is devastated by the lack of action taken

by the Department of Justice. Gun regulation may be the key to

stopping violence.

Watch the interview at this link:

https://youtu.be/q8QxMWEzO-0

https://youtu.be/8_tuFs9it_M
https://youtu.be/q8QxMWEzO-0


ProPublica will continue informing the updates of this very much

important situation.


